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has an excellent introduction, and really sensitive translations into English
of 98 Lithuanian and 283 Latvian pieces. I have not had access to Kr.
Barons and H. Wissendorff's great Latwju dainas, Mitau and St. Peters-
burg, 1894-1915, but think that the indications given by U. Katzenelen-
bogen and the 176 examples in J. Endzelin's Lettisches Lesebuch, Heidel-
berg, 1922, suffice to place the discussion of Latvian folksong on a sound
basis. On a point of particular interest—the survival of pagan deities and
customs in this region—Mr. Janis Karklins was good enough to send me
the valuable Chansons mythologiques lettones (Paris, 1929) by M. Jonval. It
contains an introduction dealing with this mythology, and 1219 poems
in Latvian and French.
note M
An apology has been tendered in the preface for accepting second-hand
evidence of Finnish and Esthonian balladry. None the less, the references
in this chapter are to poems which have been studied in the original. An
interval of three months occurred between the preface and the final draft
of this chapter, and in consequence I have been able to do some, though
inadequate, original reading. Candour thus requires that the initial
apology still stand, with this modification.
The Finnish ballads have been collected in E. Lonnrot, Kanteletar,
Helsinki, 1864 (2nd ed.)> especially in his third section, 'Virsi-Lauluja',
and in the introduction. For the Kalevala I have used W. Kirby's transla-
tion reprinted in 'Everyman's Library' and the Finnish edition by Roth-
sten and Forsman issued at Helsinki in 1887. C. J. Billson's Popular
Poetry of the Finns, London, 1900, is a pleasant introduction, but lament-
ably short.
The most useful collection of Esthonian songs is J. Hurt's Vana Kannel,
Dorpat, 1886. The first volume has a complete German translation, and
my observations have been restricted to these translated pieces. For the
Kalevipoeg there is W. Kirby's summary in The Hero ofEsthonia, London,
1895, v°l' i > anc^ the Esthonian text is available to me in an edition issued
at Kuopio in 1862.
note N
Initially all vowels are supposed to alliterate with each other.   The
alliterations may overlap from one line to another, though in the second a
new alliteration rules.  Some notion of the subtleties of this style may be
obtained from noticing the alliterations and echoes in
Hierelevi, /zautelevi,	Then she rubbed and then she softened,
mma muuttui neitoseksi,      till the egg became a maiden,
mika weille nimeksi—	and the maiden's name—what was it ?—
jSorsatarko, >Suometarko? Wild Duck's daughter? Finland's daughter?
Ei ole jSorsatar soria,	Nay, she was not Wild Duck's daughter,
iSuometar nimi soria.	but was Finland's pretty daughter.
Kanteletar, 'Virsi-Lauluja', 1, lines 10-15.
Longfellow's Hiawatha metre reproduces only the more monotonous
aspects of Finnish prosody, though it is the nearest English equivalent.

